TCR engagement negatively affects CD8 but not CD4 CAR T cell expansion and leukemic clearance
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Chimeric antigen receptor (CAR)-expressing T cells induce durable remissions in patients with relapsed/refractory B cell malignancies. CARs are synthetic constructs that, when introduced into mature T cells, confer a second, non-major histocompatibility complex–restricted specificity in addition to the endogenous T cell receptor (TCR). The implications of TCR activation on CAR T cell efficacy has not been well defined. Using an immunocompetent, syngeneic murine model of CD19-targeted CAR T cell therapy for pre–B cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia in which the CAR is introduced into T cells with known TCR specificity, we demonstrate loss of CD8 CAR T cell efficacy associated with T cell exhaustion and apoptosis when TCR antigen is present. CD4 CAR T cells demonstrate equivalent cytotoxicity to CD8 CAR T cells and, in contrast, retain in vivo efficacy despite TCR stimulation. Gene expression profiles confirm increased exhaustion and apoptosis of CD8 CAR T cells upon dual receptor stimulation compared to CD4 CAR T cells and indicate inherent differences between CD4 and CD8 CAR T cells in the use of T cell–associated signaling pathways. These results provide insights into important aspects of CAR T cell immune biology and indicate opportunities to rationally design CAR constructs to optimize clinical efficacy.

INTRODUCTION

Current, multiagent chemotherapeutic regimens cure 85% of pediatric patients diagnosed with acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) but carry a poor prognosis in adults, and relapsed and/or refractory ALL remains a challenge in all patients (1–3). Adoptive transfer of T cells genetically modified to express chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) targeting CD19 induces complete remissions in 70 to 90% of patients with relapsed and refractory pre–B cell ALL (4–6) and demonstrates impressive responses in B cell lymphomas (7–10). A remarkably small dose of infused CAR T cells can eradicate large disease burden, demonstrating the importance of in vivo CAR T cell expansion for efficacy (5, 6). Early trials have also indicated that CAR persistence will be important to consistently sustain durable remissions (5, 11, 12). The requirements for robust CAR T cell expansion and persistence have largely been assumed to mimic those required for T cell receptor (TCR)–stimulated T cells despite the artificial nature of the CAR construct.

Structurally, CARs consist of an extracellular antigen-binding domain (typically derived from a monoclonal antibody) directly coupled to CD3 zeta signaling domains and costimulatory domain(s) (13, 14). CAR expression allows for redirection of T cell specificity toward an antigen expressed on the surface of a tumor cell, independent of the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). CAR T cells currently being used in clinical trials retain endogenous TCRs, including trials in which CAR T cells were generated from T cell populations with known viral reactivity via the endogenous TCR (15–17). In one such trial, viral reactivation resulted in enhanced expansion of CD19–specific CAR T cells, but this was not correlated with improved clearance of CD19+ leukemia or endogenous B cells (7). Such unexpected findings underscore the need to better understand the in vivo biology of the dual antigen specificity of CAR T cells and the subsequent implications for efficacy.

RESULTS

CAR4 and CAR8 cells demonstrate comparable in vitro and in vivo efficacy and mediate durable remissions in ALL

CAR-mediated xenogeneic GVHD and host immunodeficiency impair the systematic evaluation of CAR T cell biology in xenograft models. We used a clinically relevant syngeneic murine CD19+ pre–B cell ALL model (18, 19) that leads to rapid lethality in immunocompetent mice, is resistant to 500–centigray (cGy) radiation (fig. S1A and B), and can be eradicated by T cells transduced with a second-generation CAR with a CD28 costimulatory domain targeting murine CD19 (18). Purified CD4+ and CD8+ T cells transduced with this murine CD19 CAR (CAR4 and CAR8 cells, respectively) demonstrate equivalent in vitro cytotoxicity against CD19+ ALL (Fig. 1A). Upon in vitro coculture with CD19+ ALL, CAR4 cells produce significantly more interferon-γ (IFN-γ) (P = 0.0014), interleukin-2 (IL-2) (P < 0.0001), tumor necrosis factor–α (TNF-α) (P < 0.0001), IL-6 (P < 0.0001), and IL-4 (P < 0.0001) than CAR8 cells. In contrast, CAR8 cells generate higher levels of the immunosuppressive cytokine IL-10 (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 1B).

At 4 days after leukemia inoculation, coinfusion of a 1:1 mixture of CAR4 and CAR8 cells effectively mediates in vivo tumor clearance and
survival (Fig. 1C). CAR4 and CAR8 cells infused alone are equally efficacious against ALL at curative doses (Fig. 1C) and equipotent at delaying leukemia progression at noncurative doses (fig. S1C). However, purified CAR8 cells show enhanced expansion at day +7 compared to purified CAR4 cells. In addition, after 1:1 CAR4/CAR8 coadministration, CAR8 cells expand preferentially to CAR4 (Fig. 1D and E). Together, CAR4 cells show comparable antileukemic activity to CAR8 cells and produce higher amounts of immune-stimulatory cytokines, but expansion is diminished in the presence of CAR8 cells.

**CAR4 but not CAR8 cells retain in vivo activity in the presence of both TCR and CAR antigens**

The introduction of a CAR generates a T cell with dual antigen specificity, and the retained TCR specificity has been used to boost expansion of viral-specific CAR T cells in clinical trials (7, 16), but the effects of dual activation of a CAR T cell on antitumor efficacy has not been evaluated in immunocompetent preclinical models. We generated CAR4 and CAR8 cells with defined endogenous TCR specificity for male minor histocompatibility antigen, HY (fig. S2, A and B). As shown in Fig. 2A, HY-specific CAR4 and CAR8 cells produce IL-2 and IFN-γ upon TCR and CAR stimulation, and as with TCR polyclonal CAR T cells, both HY-specific CAR4 and CAR8 cells degranulate when exposed to CD19+ leukemia (Fig. 2B).

To determine the impact of endogenous TCR signaling on the efficacy of CAR T cells in vivo, we adoptively transferred HY-specific CAR4 and CAR8 cells from female donors into leukemia-bearing male (HY+) and female (HY−) mice (Fig. 2C). HY-specific CAR4 cells eradicate leukemia in both female and male recipients, with greater than 100 days of survival. In contrast, HY-specific CAR8 cells clear leukemia in female recipients but fail to prolong survival relative to mock (activated and nontransduced) T cells in HY+ recipients (Fig. 2D). Progressive CD19+ leukemia was confirmed in male recipients treated with HY-specific CAR8 cells at day +7 (Fig. 2E) and day +14 (fig. S2, C and D). Together, these data demonstrate that CAR T cells retain the ability to respond to antigen...
through endogenous TCR, but signaling through TCR impairs the ability of CAR8 cells to eliminate leukemia in vivo, exposing inherent biologic differences between CAR4 and CAR8 cells.

The presence of TCR antigen reduces CAR8 cell numbers and is associated with increased apoptosis and phenotypic exhaustion

To evaluate the mechanism of CD19+ leukemia progression in HY+ recipients of CAR8 cells, we analyzed surface CAR expression on adoptively transferred CAR T cells (CD45.2+) on days +7 and +14. The surface expression of the CAR was reduced in CAR8 cells when the TCR antigen was present. Similarly, the presence of TCR antigen resulted in decreased CAR expression in CAR4 cells that effectively cleared leukemia and protected against early relapse (fig. S3), indicating that loss of CAR expression does not explain poor efficacy of CAR8 in the presence of TCR antigen.

We next measured the impact of TCR antigen on expansion of CAR4 and CAR8 cells. Enhanced HY-specific CAR4 expansion was seen in leukemia-bearing HY+ recipients compared to HY− recipients, whereas the presence of TCR antigen resulted in reduced expansion in the percentage of HY-specific CAR8 cells (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, HY-specific CAR8 cells contained significantly higher amounts of cleaved caspase 3/7 in HY+ recipients compared to HY− recipients (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 3B). In contrast, there was no change in cleaved caspase 3/7 in HY-specific CAR4 cells with the addition of TCR signaling (Fig. 3C). These results suggest that simultaneous CAR and TCR stimulation limits expansion of CAR8 cells through increased apoptosis.

Finally, we assessed whether exhaustion contributes to poor leukemic clearance by CAR8 cells in the presence of TCR stimulation. In leukemia-bearing female recipients, HY-specific CAR4 and CAR8 cells expressed higher levels of PD-1 and LAG3 upon CAR stimulation compared to endogenous T cells (CD45.1+) (fig. S4). The presence of TCR antigen in male recipient mice did not further increase the level of PD-1 or LAG3 on HY-specific CAR4 cells. However, the presence of both TCR and CAR antigen drove increased expression of PD-1 and LAG3 on HY-specific CAR8 cells. Collectively, these results indicate that both quantitative and qualitative defects contribute to the failure of CAR8 cells in eradicating leukemia when simultaneously stimulated through the TCR.

Restriction of TCR antigen to hematopoietic tissues does not prevent CAR8 cell exhaustion and failure to clear leukemia

We previously demonstrated that restriction of TCR antigen to hematopoietic-derived cells reverses impaired TCR-mediated leukemic clearance with broad TCR antigen expression (19). Thus, we examined the impact of restricted TCR antigen expression on...
CAR-mediated antileukemic responses. Female/male hematopoietic chimeras were generated as detailed in Fig. 4A and in Materials and Methods. Chimeras were injected with leukemia 21 days later and treated with HY-specific CAR4, CAR8, or mock T cells. As with globally expressing HY+ recipients (Figs. 2 and 3), CAR8 cells failed to clear leukemia even when HY antigen is restricted to the hematopoietic compartment, whereas CAR4 cell–treated mice remained leukemia-free past day 50 irrespective of the compartment in which HY was expressed (F → M and M → F) (Fig. 4, A to E).

Transfer of CAR8 cells into M → F chimeras resulted in a marked expression of PD-1 and LAG3, indicating that hematopoietic restriction of TCR antigen does not prevent CAR8 cell exhaustion. CAR4 cells did not express elevated PD-1 or LAG3 irrespective of where HY antigen was expressed (Fig. 4, F to I). Elimination of leukemia and loss of the endogenous B cell compartment were observed in F → F HY− recipients of both CAR4 and CAR8 cells (Fig. S5). Incomplete eradication of leukemia but partial clearance of CD19+ endogenous B cells was observed in a subset of CAR8 cell–treated mice with hematopoietic expression of HY antigen. In contrast, CAR4 cells eliminated both leukemia and endogenous B cells regardless of the presence or location of the HY antigen in the host, again demonstrating the inherent resistance of CAR4 cells to TCR-mediated dysfunction.

### TCR antigen–mediated CAR8 cell exhaustion and lack of leukemic clearance also occur in the OT1-TCR transgenic model

To verify TCR-mediated dysfunction in CAR8 cells in a separate TCR transgenic model, we generated CAR8 cells from Rag1−/− OT1 transgenic mice with TCR specificity against the ovalbumin (OVA) peptide SIINFEKL in the context of H2-Kb presentation. OT1-CAR8 cells demonstrated in vitro degranulation and killing through activation of the endogenous TCR, CAR, or both receptors (CD19+, CD19−OVA+, and CD19−OVA+ ALL; Fig. 5, A and B). As with the HY model, hematopoietic chimeras were generated using transgenic mice ubiquitously expressing the OVA protein as described in Materials and Methods and shown in Fig. 5C. OT1 CAR8 cells were functional in the absence of OVA in the recipient, but in accordance with the data from the HY model, bone marrow expression of both CAR and TCR antigens (CD19+OVA+) resulted in leukemia-associated mortality after treatment with CAR8 cells (Fig. 5, D and E). Furthermore, OT1-CAR8 cells expressed higher PD-1 and LAG3 in leukemia-bearing, OVA-expressing recipients compared to wild-type recipients with CD19+ leukemia, suggesting exhaustion of OT1-CAR8 cells as the mechanism of treatment failure (Fig. 5, F and G). Thus, restricted hematopoietic expression of TCR antigen does not prevent CAR8 dysfunction in multiple TCR transgenic systems, supporting that this finding is generalizable to CD8 CAR T cells.

### Persistent CAR4 cells are susceptible to the inhibitory effects of chronic TCR stimulation

We next assessed the impact of chronic TCR antigen presence on CAR4 cell persistence after complete eradication of leukemia. The percentage of HY-specific CAR4 cells in HY+ recipients 80 days after adoptive transfer was significantly lower than that in HY− recipients (P = 0.018) (Fig. 6A).
addition, persistent CAR4 cells contained increased cleaved caspase 3/7 (P = 0.0006) (Fig. 6B) and significantly higher PD-1 in male recipients (P < 0.0001) (HY+) at day 80 compared to cells in female recipients (HY−) (Fig. 6, C and D). These results indicated that, despite efficient initial leukemic clearance and expansion, continuous exposure to TCR antigen negatively affects the long-term persistence of CAR4 cells in vivo, suggesting long-term surveillance against leukemia may be impaired.

Disparate effects of TCR stimulation on CAR8 and CAR4 cells are associated with distinctive CAR- and TCR-driven gene expression profiles

To better understand the differences in the in vivo biology of CAR4 and CAR8 cells in the context of TCR stimulation, we compared the gene expression profiles of HY-specific CAR4 and HY-specific CAR8 cells 10 hours after CAR stimulation (cultured with CD3-depleted female splenocytes containing CD19+ B cells), TCR stimulation (cultured with CD3-depleted male splenocytes from CD19−-deficient mice), or CAR + TCR stimulation (cultured with CD3-depleted male splenocytes containing CD19+ B cells) in vitro (fig. S6A). CAR and TCR stimulation in both CAR4 and CAR8 cells was confirmed by the production of IL-2 and IL-10 (fig. S6B).

As expected, the principal components analysis demonstrated that significant gene expression differences exist between CD4 and CD8 T cells when stimulated through the endogenous TCR. Despite the expression of an identical CAR, CD19 stimulation resulted in distinct gene expression patterns between CAR4 and CAR8 cells (Fig. 7A), but fewer differentially expressed genes upon CAR stimulation compared to TCR stimulation (Fig. 7B). Furthermore, CAR8 cells stimulated through both the endogenous TCR and CAR
expressed a very similar profile to CAR8 cells stimulated through the endogenous TCR alone, suggesting that the TCR signal may dominate the CAR signal in CAR8 cells. Conversely, CAR4 cells stimulated through both receptors expressed a profile more similar to CAR stimulation (Fig. 7A).

Gene set pathway analysis demonstrated a difference in apoptotic genes ($P < 0.001$ cutoff on gene list) between CAR4 and CAR8 cells, supporting the differences in cleaved caspase 3/7 seen in vivo (Fig. 3). As predicted, CAR8 cells demonstrated a significant elevation of pro-apoptotic genes ($Casp3$, $Bik$, $Bak1$, and $Bok$) after stimulation through the TCR or both CAR and TCR when compared to CAR4 cells undergoing the same stimulation. In addition to apoptotic genes, CAR8 cells had increased expression of inhibitory receptor genes compared to CAR4 cells, including PD-1 and LAG3, consistent with flow cytometry from in vivo studies (Fig. 3). Further pathway analysis indicated additional differences downstream of CAR and TCR stimulation in CAR8 and CAR4 cells including genes involved in T cell activation ($Gzma$, $Eomes$, $Ras2$, $Irf4$, $Jun$, $Fos$, $Tox$, and $Stat1$), homing and migration ($CCR12$, $Cxcl10$, and $CCR7$), and metabolism ($Art3$, $Gpd2$, and $Clic4$) (Fig. 7C and fig. S7) ($20$). These results suggest that other pathways besides exhaustion and apoptosis could be targeted to improve expansion, persistence, and functionality of CAR T cells.

**DISCUSSION**

T cells expressing CARs targeting CD19 have demonstrated potent activity in patients with relapsed or refractory B lymphoid malignancies ($5$, $6$, $21$) with high rates of remission in multiple clinical trials. However, about 10 to 20% of patients with ALL and 50% of patients with lymphoma will not enter remission. Furthermore, longer follow-up has...
demonstrated that remissions are not durable in a substantial proportion of patients without further consolidative therapy (11, 12, 22). Because the infused dose of CAR T cells is remarkably small, exponential expansion is required for response, suggesting lack of initial remission induction stems from CAR T cell failure. In addition, relapses of CD19-expressing leukemia in patients who achieve initial remission after CAR T cell treatment have been correlated with loss of CAR T cells as demonstrated by the return of normal B cells (5). Thus, a better understanding of factors that affect in vivo CAR T cell expansion and persistence has the potential to improve response rates and remission durability.

Many of the fundamental principles of T cell biology have been defined in syngeneic murine models that incorporate genetically modified mice, allowing for the elucidation of T cell behavior in a complex host environment. However, differences in CAR affinity, receptor density, and the linkage of costimulatory and CD3 zeta signaling likely lead to differences in CAR signaling relative to the endogenous TCR. A number of studies suggest this (17, 23) but are limited because they were performed in vitro or relied on the study of human T cells in immunodeficient mice where xenogeneic TCR-MHC interactions may confound results and preclude longer-term studies. CAR T cells are endowed with dual specificity via the CAR binding domain and the endogenous TCR. Activation of the endogenous TCR has been hypothesized to im-
significant differences in the gene expression patterns of CAR T cells solely based on the activation of the CAR and/or TCR. When stimulating through both receptors at the same time, CAR8 cells adopted a gene expression profile that was more closely related to that seen with TCR stimulation alone, whereas CAR4 cells demonstrated a gene expression profile more similar to that of CAR stimulation alone, suggesting differences in which signal dominates. Specifically, we found that CAR8 cells stimulated through the TCR with or without CAR differentially expressed proapoptotic genes as well as genes associated with T cell exhaustion, metabolism, and homing relative to CAR4 cells. These data have implications for the design of CAR signaling domains to optimize CAR T cell expansion and persistence.

A limitation of these studies is the extent to which findings in a murine syngeneic model can be directly translated to humans. Nonetheless, the use of a syngeneic murine model, in contrast to human xenograft systems, allowed the use of an immunocompetent host, removed xenoreactivity, and enabled the use of two well-validated TCR transgenic systems to study complex T cell biology (19, 32). Concurrent involvement of the endogenous TCR mimics viral-specific or donor-derived CAR T cells in the clinic (7, 33), where a significant percentage of CAR T cells infused could have contact with both TCR and CAR antigens simultaneously. Our model mimicked the effects of TCR activation in a CAR system in the context of tumor clearance with a clinically relevant leukemia target (CD19) on pre-B cell ALL and non–cross-reactive TCRs, allowing for the precise study of CAR-mediated T cell behavior in the presence of TCR or CAR antigens.

Clinical trials have established that CAR therapy can be very effective at inducing remissions in patients with CD19+ cancers (5, 6). Extending durability of remissions in most of the patients will be an important next step in the clinical development of CAR T cells for B cell malignancies. Initial experience with other targets and tumors has indicated that there will be substantial challenges in the induction of remission (34). Although improved target selection may overcome some of these challenges, approaches to optimize CAR T cell biology will also

Fig. 7. Stimulation through CAR, TCR, or both receptors induces unique gene expression signatures in CAR4 and CAR8 cells. (A) Dendrogram and principal components analysis of global transcriptional profile of three biological replicates of CAR4 and CAR8 cells evaluated 10 hours after stimulation through either TCR, CAR, or both receptors with CD3-depleted splenocytes as detailed in fig. S6. (B) Volcano plots of CAR4 versus CAR8 cells stimulated through both TCR or CAR, respectively [−log P value versus fold change (FC)]. (C) Heat map of z score values of apoptotic, homing and migration, metabolism, effector, activation, and inhibitory receptor gene expression (20) of CAR4 and CAR8 cells stimulated through CAR, TCR, or both receptors.
be needed. It is currently assumed that persistence of CAR T cells and generation of immunologic memory will be critical to establishing long-term remissions needed for cure. This work exposes important aspects of CAR T cell biology, with broad implications regarding activation and persistence in the setting of simultaneous CAR and TCR engagement. There is also enthusiasm to develop “off-the-shelf” CAR T cell products, which eliminates the TCR to avoid complications of alloreactivity. Although our data suggest that there may be a benefit to such a strategy for enhancing expansion, function, and early persistence of CAR8 cells, our study also cautions that the biology of TCR and CAR cross-talk is complex and does not exclude the potential positive roles of the endogenous TCR in CAR T cell signaling and/or survival when the TCR antigen is not ubiquitously present (35). Finally, trials have been conducted using defined mixtures of CD8 and CD4 T cells, based on data inferred from T cell biology, to generate CAR products that have demonstrated success in CD19+ leukemias and lymphomas (36–38). Because clinical trials progressively evaluate the production of CARs from sources with less TCR heterogeneity (that is, viral-reactive, allogeneic, or after bone marrow transplant), the likelihood of simultaneous TCR and CAR activation within the CAR T cell population will increase, and our data predict that the composition of the CAR T cell product will become more biologically relevant. In such scenarios where there is an increased chance of TCR activation of the CAR T cells, our findings would suggest the use or addition of CD4-derived CAR products. Our results have the potential to inform future strategies to enhance the therapeutic potential of CAR T cell therapy through CAR design and product composition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study design

This study was designed to evaluate the effects of CAR-mediated T cell killing of leukemia in the presence and absence of TCR antigen. We used 6- to 10-week-old female mice as CAR T cell donors and recipients of leukemia and CAR T cell treatment. We used two models of TCR transgenic mice specific for male minor histocompatibility antigen HY or OVA peptide. Mice were inoculated with murine ALL, E2aPbx. Female congenic C57BL/6 CD45.1 HY or OVA chimera mice were transplanted with CD3-depleted bone marrow from male or female congenic C57BL/6 CD45.1 mice or OVA- mice. All groups were randomized through irradiation step and leukemia inoculation steps, and primary survival end points were determined by paralysis of animals, compliant with Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee animal protocol procedures. Differential effects on CAR T cells residing in the bone marrow were assessed by flow cytometry using well-characterized antibodies. At least three biological replicates were performed for each experiment and n > 5 for each group unless indicated otherwise in the figure legends. One-way ANOVA or unpaired Student’s t tests were performed with an α of <0.05 and a power of 0.8 to detect differences between group means. Primary data are located in table S1.

Mice and cell lines

C57BL/6 (B6) CD45.1 (H-2b congenic) mice were purchased directly from the National Cancer Institute (NCI)–Frederick Animal Production Program via The Jackson Laboratory. MataHari (B6 Rag1−/−, CD8+ TCRtg, H2-2d-restricted, and CD45.2−) TCR transgenic mice against MHC class I–restricted HY Ab peptide NAGFNSNRANSSRSSR and Marilyn (B6 Rag1−/−, CD4+ TCRtg, H2-D3-restricted, and CD45.2−) TCR transgenic mice against MHC class II–restricted HY Ab peptide WMHHNMDLI purchased from the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases–Taconic repository mice were previously described (32, 39). Rag1−/−/transgenic OT1 TCRs were purchased from Taconic. E2aPbx murine ALL cell line was developed previously in the laboratory with normal B6 mice with E2A:PBx translocation crossed to a CD3e−/− mouse gifted by J. Bijl (40). The E2aPbx cell line was adapted for culture and developed into a stable cell line expressing pre-B cell ALL markers as previously described (18). CD19− E2aPbx variants were made by CRISPR (clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeats)/CAS9–mediated mutation of the CD19 locus. OVA-expressing E2aPbx cell lines (either CD19− or CD19+ variants) were generated by the introduction of the OVA gene by retroviral transduction. All E2aPbx variants were enriched by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS) >95% to obtain the desired population and subsequently single cell–cloned. All murine cell lines and primary mouse cells were cultured in complete mouse media consisting of RPMI 1640 with 10% heat-inactivated fetal calf serum, 1% nonessential amino acids, 1% sodium pyruvate, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 1% l-glutamine (Invitrogen), and 1% Hepes buffer (Sigma-Aldrich) and 1 ml of 2-mercaptoethanol (Sigma-Aldrich). All animals were cared for under an animal use protocol reviewed and approved by the NCI Laboratory Animal Safety Program–Animal Care and Use Committee.

Generation of murine CD19 CAR T cells

Retroviral supernatants were produced by transfection of 293GP cell line using Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies) with plasmids encoding the CD19 CAR and pCL-Eco retroviral envelope DNA. Supernatants were collected 24, 48, and 72 hours after transfection. Construction of murine anti-CD19 CD28 CAR was previously described (41). T cells were extracted from murine splenocytes using a T cell enrichment column (R&D Systems). Purified (>90%) CD4 or CD8 T cell subsets were separated using untouched CD4 T Cell Isolation Kit or untouched CD8 T cell Isolation Kit (Miltenyi Biotec) before activation. Cells were then activated using anti-CD3/CD28 beads (Life Technologies) on day 1 using 3:1 beads/cell ratio with purified T cell beads then removed on day 3 after transduction. Cells were cultured with IL-2 (30 IU/ml) and IL-7 (10 ng/ml) for 5 days. Activated T cells were transduced using RetroNectin-coated (Takara) plates using combined viral supernatants on days 2 and 3. T cells were evaluated or infused on day 5. Transduction efficiencies were routinely 60 to 90% for all CAR T cells used in the experiments.

Flow cytometry

FACS analysis for surface molecule expression was performed on an LSR II Fortessa flow cytometer (BD Biosciences) and analyzed using FlowJo (FlowJo LLC). The CD19 CAR was detected using biotinylated protein L (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and a streptavidin-conjugated fluorophore (catalog no. 12-4317). The following murine monoclonal antibodies were used for flow cytometry: CD4 (clone RM4-5), CD8a (clone 53-67), CD45.2 (clone 104), CD45.1 (clone A20), PD-1 (clone J43), Tim3 (clone RMT3-23), Lag3 (clone 9O8B7W), B20 (clone RA3-6B2), CD19 (clone 1D3), CD25 (clone 3C7), and Fixable Viability Dye (catalog no. 65-0866-18) from Affymetrix, ebioScience, BioLegend, BD Pharmingen, or R&D Systems.

CD107a degranulation, in vitro leukemia clearance, and cytokine assays

CD107a degranulation assays were conducted by coincubating 5 × 104 T cells with 1 × 107 tumor cells that were previously stained with CellTrace Violet (Life Technologies) for 4 hours in the presence of 2 μM.
monensin and 5 μl of CD107a antibody (clone eBioH4A3, eBioscience) and then evaluated by flow cytometry. In vitro clearance of CD19+/− and OVA+/− E2aPbx cell lines was conducted by coculture of E2aPbx cells with CAR-transduced or bead-activated, nontransduced (mock) T cells (10⁶ E2aPbx with 10⁵ T cells) in 200 μl of the medium for 3 days. After 3 days, cocultures were evaluated for the percentages of E2aPbx and T cells by flow cytometry. Cytokine expression in CAR T cells was evaluated using a mouse V-Plex Proinflammatory Panel (MR071) per the core facility at NCI Frederick General Immunology/ Cellular and Functional Assays Department. The supernatant was collected from CAR4 and CAR8 cells cocultured with CD3-depleted splenocytes from C57/B6 female mice. T cells were incubated with target cells at a 1:1 ratio for 10 hours before the supernatants were harvested.

**Syngeneic in vivo studies**

B6 CD45.1 mice were injected with 1 × 10⁶ E2aPbx (CD45.2⁺) cells on day 1. Mice were then lymphodepleted by 500-cGy total body irradiation (sublethal using a 137Cs source) on day 4. On day 5, mice were retro-orbitally injected with 1 × 10⁶ or 1 × 10⁵ anti-CD19 CAR T cells from B6, Marilyn (CD45.2⁺), MataHari (CD45.2⁺), or Rag1−/−/OT1 mice. Mice in the survival experiments were euthanized on the basis of the protocols approved by the NCI Bethesda Animal Care and Use Committee. Takedown experiments were performed on different time points. Detection of CAR T cell was done by flow cytometry on the bone marrow or splenocytes by conjugic markers (CD45.2⁺) and protein L (Life Technologies). All data points from the bone marrow takedown experiments were biological replicates from individual mice. The bone marrow of mice was processed and ACK-lysed. Cells were then stained with flow antibodies and analyzed by flow cytometry. All experiments have been repeated at least three times in the laboratory.

**T cell–depleted bone marrow transplantation**

Bone marrow cells were harvested from femurs and tibias of male or female B6 CD45.1⁺ mice or female OVA⁺ mice and filtered through a 70-μm nylon filter. Cells were then ACK-lysed and T cell–depleted using CD3 microbeads (Miltenyi Biotec). Mice before transplant were lymphodepleted by 1000-cGy (137Cs source) lethal total body irradiation a day before or earlier the same day. Mice were then transplanted with 4.5 × 10⁶ T cell–depleted bone marrow cells in serum-free, phenol red–free RPMI medium through retro-orbital injection.

**In vivo caspase 3/7 apoptosis assay**

Bone marrow cells of leukemia-bearing mice were analyzed ex vivo 14, 48, and 72 hours after infusion of CAR T cells. ACK-lysed bone marrow cells were stained with protein L for 1 hour followed by three separate washes. Cells were then stained with secondary antibodies and washed. Samples were then stained with Live/Dead staining and washed. Samples were then stained with CellEvent caspase 3/7 dye (catalog #C01423, Thermo Fisher Scientific) for 25 min and incubated in a 37°C incubator. Samples were then immediately analyzed using flow cytometry. All experiments have been repeated at least four times in the laboratory.

**Microarray**

Biological replicates of CAR T cell lines generated from two TCR transgenic mouse strains, Marilyn (CD4) and MataHari (CD8), were cocultured with CD3-depleted splenocytes harvested from C57/B6 males (CD19⁺, HY⁻), C57/B6 females (CD19⁺, HY⁺), CD19KO males (CD19⁻, HY⁺), and CD19KO females (CD19⁻, HY⁻) for 10 hours. T cells were then isolated by a mouse Pan T Cell Isolation Kit II (Miltenyi Biotec, catalog #130-095-130). The isolated RNA was performed using QIAGEN RNeasy Micro Kit (catalog #74004). The above groups plus unstimulated CAR4 or CAR8 T cells were assessed using GeneChip Mouse Genome 430 2.0 array (Affymetrix). The RNA extracts were sent to the microarray core facility in The Frederick National Laboratory for Cancer Research (FNLCR) for labeling and hybridization on microarray chips according to protocols specified by the manufacturers. This experiment was repeated at least twice in the laboratory. Microarray data, as well as the library and annotation files generated by this study, are publicly available in a MIAME (minimum information about a microarray experiment)--compliant database [www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo; Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) accession no. GSE103632].

**Statistical analysis of microarray data**

All statistical analyses were performed within R/Bioconductor statistical environment (www.bioconductor.org). The CEL files were normalized with the Robust Multichip Average (RMA) methodology in R Package oligo (version 1.34.0). Each Affy probe ID in the data set was matched with the annotation file, GPL1261-14790, which is available from the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) GEO site. Differential expression P values were determined with t test function, and false discovery rate was adjusted using the multtest Bioconductor package (version 2.26.0).

**Pathway analysis and heat maps**

Statistically significant, differentially expressed genes were analyzed through the use of QIAGEN’s Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) (QIAGEN, IPA Fall Release, September 2015, www.qiagen.com/ingenuity). Genes with P values less than 0.001 were used as input to run the IPA core analysis, which calculated enriched canonical pathways and generated pathway figures. Heat maps were created in R using the heatmap.2 function in gplots (version 2.17.0).

**Statistics**

Statistical tests were performed using GraphPad Prism version 6.0 for Macintosh (GraphPad Software). Significance of survival was calculated using Kaplan–Meier survival curves by Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Significant differences between groups in vivo T cell numbers, in vivo marker expressions, and in vitro assays were determined by one-way ANOVA [P ≥ 0.05 (not significant), *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, ****P < 0.0001]. All data points represent biological replicates.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

www.sciencetranslationalmedicine.org/cgi/content/full/9/417/eaag1209/DC1
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A tale of two receptors

Although there has been an explosion of research on chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cell therapy, most preclinical studies use transduced human T cells in immunodeficient mice so that the clinical products can be evaluated. However, the endogenous T cell receptors (TCRs) on the human cells are unable to be activated by peptides presented in mouse MHC. To determine how CAR activity is affected by TCR engagement, Yang et al. used a CAR targeting CD19 and multiple types of transgenic T cells in immunocompetent mice. Exposure of CD8 CAR T cells to the antigen recognized by the TCR led to T cell exhaustion, apoptosis, and lack of efficacy; this phenomenon was not observed for CD4 CAR T cells. Their findings demonstrate how considering T cell biology could further improve CAR T cell therapy.